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who was very kind to answer some
questions after the last summer

Letter from the editors

school in Barcelona. We would like
to include more interviews in the
next numbers to showcase the
richness of the shakuhachi world.
Our goal is to continue the task of

Dear shakuhachi friends,

making an exciting ESS Newsletter
for all people interested in the
shakuhachi. We offer this space to

As the new ESS Newsletter editors,

all shakuhachi schools and music

Jose Vargas-Zuñiga and Philip

tendencies, and would like to

Horan would like to thank the

include information about any

f o r m e r p u b l i c a t i o n s o f fi c e r s ,

activities, releases and articles

Horacio Curti and Michael Coxall

related to our beloved bamboo

for the extraordinary work they did

instrument.

these last years.

Therefore, we ask all willing to

This number celebrates the 10th

contribute to send their articles,

anniversary of the beginning of the

comments or ideas, to help us

European Shakuhachi Society and

improve this Newsletter. We are

we include memories about past

always in need of help wit h

festivals in Europe, written mainly

translations so offers are very

by their organisers, and articles by

welcome.

some of the society founders. At the
end of this newsletter is a report on

Thank you very much to everyone

the anniversary from the Japanese

who collaborated in this number.

Hogaku Journal.
We also include an interview with

Jose Vargas-Zuñiga & Philip Horan

Kakizakai Kaoru, who has had a
long relationship with the ESS, and
4

Letter from the
chairperson
charity organisation with the British

Dear members of the ESS,

Charity Commission for England
and Wales (achieved on March 4,

Happy 10th anniversary to all in the

2008), which had many challenges.

ESS! The European Shakuhachi

Meanwhile, in parallel universes,

Society was created during the first

Jim Franklin wrote the Articles of

European Shakuhachi Summer

Association, Véroniq ue Piron

School in London in 2006. We had

created a memberships system,

a great celebration during the

Stephanie Hiller began writing the

Barcelona Summer School with

first newsle tt ers and Mic hael

cake and cava and var ious

Soumei Coxall came up with the

activities, spanning from a concert

master plan to manage the budget,

f or t he next generation and

based on his long experience as

tombola at which one could win

head of department at SOAS

everything from CDs to a jinashi

(University of London). These were

shakuhachi made by Perry Yung.

the activities behind the scenes after
we had created the ESS at the first

I remember well the hectic times 10

European Shakuhachi Summer

years ago during the foundation

School in London.

process. I ran around London,
trying to complete the many jobs

We can now look back at 10 years

such as creating a bank account.

during which we often gathered

We had to make sure we could

shakuhachi aficionados, teachers

officially become a recognised

and groups together for an annual
5

summer school. This gave us new

such as the summer schools cannot

insights into what shakuhac hi

be replaced by internet teaching

activities are happening in Europe.

and Facebook connections. I

This has been important not only in

believe we have come a long way

order to let students know what

during these 10 years to remind

styles and with whom it is possible

ourselves that the shakuhachi itself

to study shakuhachi within Europe,

is diverse and we need to remain

but also to enable teachers to

open to all the various styles,

collaborate and support each other.

schools and approaches to this

In the age of the internet, one may

wonderful instrument as

say this is not necessary as students

represented in Europe.

can shop around for teachers
across the globe and do Skype

We still have a lot to do for the next

lessons. However, the face-to-face

10 years. The annual ESS summer

contact with teachers, listening to

schools are well established, so we

live concerts and being in a group

could perhaps explore what other

of shakuhachi aficionados at events

shakuhachi activities could come
under the ESS umbrella.
One example could be
various teachers traveling
and doing workshops as is
already happening but with
some support from the ESS.
Another example could also
be bamboo harvesting trips
to France. If anyone has any
ideas or wants to be more
active within the ESS, please
do not hesitate to contact
us.
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In 2017, we will of course have a
European Shakuhachi Summer
School because we have postponed
the World Shakuhachi Festival to
2018. At present, we are looking
into hosting it in Scandinavia as we
mark 150 years of diplomatic
relations between Denmark and
Japan in 2017, and between
Sweden and Japan in 2018. We
are also looking into the possibility
of hosting it in London so that
European participants can become
familiar with WSF18 venues. We
will let you know in due time when
we have finalised the dates and
venue.
Finally, congratulations to all who
love shakuhachi, for the 10 th
Anniversar y of t he European
Shakuhachi Society!
Have a great autumn!
Kiku Day
ESS Chairperson
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London) where Michael Coxall was
teaching. I'm not sure exactly what

How the ESS started: A
personal recollection

his role was in this initial process
was but I expect it was important.
Kiku indicated that her teacher,
Okuda-sensei, would be coming,
and requested that I and other

Jim Franklin

teachers make the event known to
our students.

Memory is unreliable and always
biased, and I no doubt was only
aware of part of what went on. So
my apologies if other people
remember the events of 2006
differently – no offence or omission
intended!
As I recall things, somewhere
around the end of 2005 or start of
2006, Kiku Day (whom I had last

I (and probably others) replied that

seen in Tokyo in 2002) sent a

it was a great idea, but that the

general message around to

concept could be extended – that

shakuhachi-interested people in

there were professional teacher/

Europe (e-mail or some kind of

performers in a number of

forum – I'm not sure which),

European countries, and that it

suggesting the idea of a large

would a good move to include

shakuhachi workshop to be held in

these teachers in the workshop, so

London, at the School of Oriental

that participants could study and

and African Studies (University of

hear performances across a broad
8

range of schools and styles. Kiku

create an umbrella body to

agreed with this, and so we (and

coordinate communication about

the other European teachers)

s h a k u h a c h i - r e l a t e d eve n t s i n

gradually put

Europe, and to

together a plan

organise events

for the enhanced

such as summer

event. Much of

schools. This

this was ad-hoc,

meeting was

and one of my

e f f e c t i ve l y t h e

memories of the

fi r s t g e n e r a l

workshop was

meeting of the

spending a lot of

ESS, and the

my time, when not

body that was

teaching

or

established at

performing, sitting

that meeting is

at my laptop

now in its tenth

typing up the

ye a r. A t t h e

schedule and

i n a u g u r a l

c o n c e r t

meeting,

programmes for

minimal group of

a

the day – everything was in flux,

office bearers was elected, in order

but somehow it all worked.

to get things rolling. For whatever
reason, someone suggested that I

In fact, it worked well enough that

s h o u l d b e fi r s t c h a i r p e r s o n .

behind the scenes we (the teachers)

Someone had to do it, so I

talked about ways in which we

accepted, and I spent a lot of time

could make something like this a

in the subsequent months writing

regular event. As a result, on the

and rewriting t he statutes of

final day of the workshop we held

incorporation of the ESS,

an open meeting with participants,

emphasising inclusiveness and

and it was decided that we could

diversity. I didn't do it all alone, of
9

course – many other teacher/

KSK Europe
Scholarship

performers read the drafts and
gave criticism and suggestions.

As initially announced at the 2016
Summer School in Barcelona, KSK
Europe is pleased to announce an
annual shakuhachi scholarship for
study in Japan for the years
2017-18, 2018-19, and 2019-20,
with a maximum value of €4000
per year. Full details of the
conditions and application process
may be found on the KSK Europe
website:

In these months too, Kiku explored
intensively the options for
incorporating the ESS as a
registered charity, so the statutes
were shaped accordingly. Finally,
we were successful, and from
March 2008, the ESS exited as a
recognised entity.
The rest is history…

https://kskeurope.wordpress.com/
announcements/
and on the ESS forum.
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The Founding of the ESS
Michael Soumei Coxall

The motion to create the ESS as a
way of extending the understanding
and practice of shakuhachi
throughout Europe was put to the
participants at the General Meeting
of the very first ESS Summer School

aim, it was suggested that a summer

in July, 2006 which was held in

school should be held in a different

SOAS, University of London, and

European country every year in

was unanimously passed. The event

order to reach a wider diaspora of

was organised by Kiku Day, who

shakuhachi enthusiasts and those

was studying in SOAS at that time,

who had not already had an

and Michael Soumei Coxall, who

opportunity to learn this wonderful

was teaching there, and together

instrument. It was also proposed

with Jim Franklin and others it was

that each ESS Summer School

felt that it would be wonderful if an

should feature different styles and

organisation could be established to

l i n e a g e s t a u g h t by d i f f e r e n t

promote and celebrate the

teachers invited from Japan as well

shakuhachi in all its musical forms,

as those resident in Europe.

genres and lineages as a pan-

In order to achieve this aim, it was

European movement and which

decided that a recognised legal

would also include the teaching and

entity should be established in the

practice of the koto and the

form of an educational charity and

shamisen. In order to achieve this
11

the UK Charity Commission was

educational charity on March 4,

considered the most appropriate

2008.

body to apply to. Consequently, a
Steering Committee was formed, a
constitution or set of rules was
drawn

up

to

create

an

unincorporated association, a trust
deed was created and Trustees
were appointed on an honorary,
non-remuneration basis; Jim Franklin
(Chairperson), Veronique Piron
(Secretary), Michael Soumei Coxall
(Treasurer), Kiku Day (Media and
C o m m u n i c a t i o n O f fi c e r ) , a n d
S tephanie Hillier (Publication
Officer).
The application stated: ’The object
of the ESS is to advance the
education of the public in the study,
practice and appreciation of the
shakuhachi’ and that the society is
‘non-sectarian’ and will provide
multi-lingual publications of its
education activities as well as
prov ide summer sc h ools an d
workshops throughout Europe.
After much detailed work, the UK
C h a r i t y C o m m i s s i o n fi n a l l y
approved the application and the
ESS was officially registered as an
12

Ten Years of ESS Summer Schools
Year Date

Location

Country

2006 July 19-22

London

UK

2007 July 4-7

Munster

France

2008 No summer school Sydney World
Shakuhachi Festival

Australia

2009 July 22-26

Leiden

Holland

2010 August 26–30

Prague

Czech Republic

2011 July 28-31

London

UK

2012 No summer school Kyoto World
Shakuhachi Festival

Japan

2013 July 25-28

Barcelona

Spain

2014 June 19-22

Radolfzell

Germany

2015 July 2-5

Paris

France

2016 July 28-31

Barcelona

Spain
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2006 London
Kiku Day
Place: School of Oriental and

Festival within the framework of

African Studies (SOAS), University

SOAS Music Department’s World

of London

Music Summer School. I had just

Dates: July 19-22, 2006

arrived back a few days before

Organisers: Kiku Day & Michael

after two years in the USA where I

Soumei Coxall

realised that it was very important

Participants: 48 from 13 countries

to create a platform for shakuhachi

Teac hers (shakuhac hi) Japan:

teachers to collaborate and work

Okuda Atsuya

with each other and for shakuhachi

Teachers (shakuhachi): Clive Bell,

students to have a place to meet in

Jim Franklin, Véronique Piron, Brian

Europe. Michael Soumei Coxall,

Tairaku Ritchie

who worked at SOAS, was happy

String teachers: Okuda Masako,

to get involved and the Music

Okuda Utanoichi, Iwamoto Gayue,

Department’s eternally enthusiastic

Nakagawa Toshiyu, Arisawa Shino

Japanese music scholar, David

Guest: John Kaizan Neptune

Hughes, was also suppor tive.
Shakuhachi teachers Jim Franklin

On the day I registered as a PhD

and Véronique Piron agreed to help

student at SOAS, I went to speak

and teach at the summer school

with the Music Department’s event

and the idea of a European

officer at the time, Sareata Ginda,

Shakuhachi Society was born.

regarding hosting a European
Shakuhachi Summer School or
14

London was the obvious place to

perhaps buy for a very reasonable

have the first European shakuhachi

price. So basically this was the best

gathering. SOAS was one of the

setup for the first summer school. At

leading departments in

the time, nobody knew how many

ethnomusicology in Europe and it

shakuhachi players there were in

was in possession of six koto and

Europe. We were not connected

five shamisen. An active Japanese

and we had never worked together.

Music Society (JMS) was created

During the lunch break on Saturday

and led by Arisawa Shino since

July 22, 2006, the European

2004, and thus many Japanese

Shakuhachi Society was founded.

music aficionados were assembled
at SOAS. The members of JMS later

Fourteen classes were offered

proved to be indispensable for the

during the four days: honkyoku in

success of running the summer

Kinko Chikumeisha, Zensabō and

school as they were all used to

KSK styles were offered together

working together as a team and did

with classes in min’yō, koto and

s o b e c a u s e o f t h e i r l ove o f

shamisen classes, sankyoku classes

Japanese music. Ken LaCosse kindly

with koto and shamisen, shinkyoku

provided us with PVC shakuhachi

and gendaikyoku classes (some

for the beginners to borrow and

accompanied by koto), beginners’
c l a s s , a n d fi n a l l y
shakuhachi in jazz
and roc k. Classes
were

divided

according to different
levels of proficiency,
and all these classes
worked towards
participation in the
students’ concert on
t h e l a s t d a y. We
15

structured the classes so that the

and without this incredible support,

students after two days could

the first European Shakuhachi

change from one to another to gain

Summer School would not have

a taste of another style or genre of

been so successful.

music. Five talks and one meeting
took place during lunchtime breaks
and four concerts after dinner in the
evening.
On the first night, we had a
wonderful Open Mic Night in which
John Kaizan Neptune participated
because he happened to be in
town. On the second evening, we
had the first Shakuhachi Summer
School Teachers’ Concert at the
Khalili Lecture Theatre. On the third
evening, we had another teachers’
concert in the Brunei Galler y
Lecture Theatre, which included
min’yō (sung by David Hughes) and
a world premiere of a piece by the
A u s t r a l i a n c o m p o s e r, B r u c e
Crossman. The gala final night was
reserved for the participants of the
summer school.
Okuda Atsuya came from Japan to
teach with his wife (head of Seiha
Ikuta Ryū), son and son’s girlfriend.
They paid their expenses themselves
16

2007 Munster
Véronique Piron

The second European Shakuhachi

different environment to 2006. The

Summer School in 2007 took place

summer school of 2006 happened

in France, co-organised by

in the capital city of London at a

Véronique Piron and Jim Franklin. It

university. The second summer

was organised with the enthusiastic

school aimed to move closer to

energy generated by the first

nature in the idyllic setting of La

summer school in London in 2006,

Maison du Kleebach in Munster, a

when we all met for the first time to

small French village in Alsace on

realise the dream of a big

the German border. It also allowed

shakuhachi gathering in Europe.

for a greater closeness for the
par ticipants. The number of

The idea of the 2007 summer

participants was identical to that of

school was to create an event in a

the first summer
school, with
about

fi f t y

people coming
from

10

different EU
countries and
J a p a n .
Unfor tunately,
due to a delay
of
17

some

restoration work at the venue, we
had to divide the schedule between

Overall, 2007 was a summer school

various places, including La Maison

of great enjoyment and excitement

du Kleebach, the hotel, the town

for all present. It was also a year of

hall, the music school and the

transition between the first summer

church for a memorable teacher

school in 2006 and the official

concert. The result was that the

establishment of the ESS in 2008.

shakuhachi took over the town of
Munster in an unexpected but
friendly way.
It was also the first summer school
that focused on KSK, with Teruo
Furuya and Kaoru Kakizakai. We
also had the first meeting of the
various French shakuhachi teachers;
i.e. Sôzan Kariya, Jean-François
Lagrost, Daniel Lifermann and
myself.
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Some of the workshop highlights

2009 Leiden

included Takiotoshi no Kyoku taught
b y G u n n a r L i n d e r, Yo s h i o

Philip Horan

Kurahashi’s interesting
interpretation of Mukaiji and Tilo
Burdack teaching compositions by
his teacher Nishimura Koku.

The 2009 European Shakuhachi

A unique focus of the summer

Summer School was held in Leiden,

school was improvisation. This was

Holland from July 22-26. It was

led by Steve Cohn. His workshops

organised by the Dutch Shakuhachi

helped everyone listen and interact

Society, Kaito under the leadership

to the playing of others with a new

of Kees Kor t. Leiden was

perspective. Vlastislav Matoušek’s

celebrating 400 years of trade

compositions also contain an

relations with Japan with a year-

element of improvisation and were

long festival of events, including the

a central part of the summer school.

ESS Summer School. The

The evening concerts included

p e r f o r m e r s i n c l u d e d Yo s h i o

performances by the teachers of the

Kurahashi, Gunnar Linder, Steve

pieces taught in the workshops.
There was also a very entertaining
performance by some leading
Dutch improvisers with Steve Cohn.
The summer school included a
number of talks and performances
at the Ethnological Museum in
Leiden which has an impressive
collection of Japanese art and
antiq uities. The final concer t

Cohn, Vlatislav Matoušek, Peter

contained a performance by the

Hill, Tilo Burdock and Kees Kort.

superb Belgian taiko group Tatake.
19

2010 Prague
Marek Matvija

The ESS offer to organise its annual
event gave us a powerful impulse. It
gave us the confidence to bring
more guests from Japan and
upgrade the event venue to a
professional music facility. The

We have made it our goal to stay in

Academy of Per f or min g Ar t s

dialogue with and to reach the

(HAMU) has since become the

shakuhachi community of Europe

headquarters and a partner of the

and beyond, as well as the wider

shakuhachi festivals held in Prague.

public. While 2010 was a pivotal

Since 2007, our team, headed by

point in our development, the

composer and ethnomusicologist

shakuhachi festival in Prague has

Vlastislav Matoušek, professional

since transformed into a vivid

shakuhachi player Christopher

platform for academics, composers,

Yohmei Blasdel and myself, have

music professionals, shakuhachi

been dedicated to spread and

aficionados and, last but not least,

showcase dif ferent styles and

the general public. Under the name

approaches to the instrument. We

of International Shakuhachi Festival

saw it as our duty to feature a rich

Prague (www.isfp.cz), we continue

concert programme as well as a

this tradition and keep enriching the

wide selection of workshops and

community with in-depth immersion

classes that embraced both

into tradition as well as new exciting

traditional and new approaches.

experiences.
20

For ESF 2010, we invited leading

Jean-François Lagrost and Kiku Day.

Japanese per formers suc h as

There was a strong spir it of

Shinzan Yamamoto (Tozan master

collaboration whic h included

and son of the National Living

performances with Data-Live,

Treasure, Hozan Yamamoto), Satosi

Matsui Akira (Noh dancer), Petr

Zenpo Simura (scholar from Osaka

Louženský (conductor), Gadreway

Geidai and a player on jinashi

Quartet and DJ Nemesys. The

shakuhachi), Sato Kikuko (shamisen

festival was attended by over 40

and koto master of the Ikuta school)

participants from all over the globe

and Watanabe Haruko (koto player

and all concerts were very well

of t he Ik ut a sc hool). Ot hers

attended and received by the

shakuhachi performers included

general public.

C h r i s t o p h e r Yo h m e i B l a s d e l ,
Vlastislav Matoušek, Gunnar Jinmei
Linder, Jim Franklin, Rozan Aizawa,

21

2011 London
Kiku Day
Place: School of Oriental and
African Studies, University of
London
Dates: July 28-31, 2011
Organisers: Kiku Day and Michael
Soumei Coxall
Participants: 55
Teachers (shakuhachi) Japan: Endō

Masako Onishi, Chiara Terzuolo

Yoshihiro (min’yō), Chiku Za (jinashi

Assistants in jinashi shakuhachi

shakuhachi making)

making: José Vargas, Philip Horan

Teachers (shakuhachi): Demachi
Hazuki (enka, Chikummeisha)

There was not muc h time to

Michael Soumei Coxall (Kinko

organise the second ESS Summer

Chikummeisha), Kiku Day

School taking place in London. It

(Zensabo), Véronique Piron

was planned for another place but

(Chikushinkai), Horacio Cur ti

this fell through in December 2010.

(Chikushinkai), Daniel Seisoku

But since it was the second time it

Lifermann (Hijiri-kai, Voie du

was held in London, there was a

bamboo)

certain degree of freedom as there

Teachers and assistants in min’yō:

were no obligations to invite certain

Yoshie Asano Campbell, David

teachers and we knew the place

Hughes, Chris Mau, Sylvia Vale

and that it worked well the first

Teachers (strings): Kitamura Keiko,
22

time. Endo Yoshihiro, a min’yō (folk

from the SOAS Music Department

song) shakuhac hi player was

made sure everybody understood

invited together with Chiku Za, who

the material and made learning fun!

wa s i nv i t e d t o t e a c h j i n a s h i

Endo had prepared his teaching

shakuhachi making workshops. It

carefully and he was impressed by

was the first time we had a min’yō

how quickly people understood.

and shakuhachi making focus at a

The teaching and concer ts of

summer school, both of which were

min’yō were also supported by

a great success. It was important to

Sylvia Vale (voice) and Hibiki

show that at the heart of min’yō is

(tsugaru-shamisen).

singing so we invited the amazing
singer Yoshie Asano Campbell, who

During the summer school, a certain

lives in Glasgow (Scotland) to join

number of people were not to be

us. This became the first of many

found during the four days. They

collaborations with Yoshie. She had

immersed themselves in jinashi

won national competitions in min’yō

shakuhachi making. Chiku Za,

singing in Japan bef ore she

together with Jose Vargas and

immigrated to Scotland. Luckily

Philip Horan, took good care of the

David Hughes, a min’yō expert

hard-working participants. At the
fi

n

a

l

concert,
the two
groups,
who had

23

participated in the workshops did a

Kitamura, Masako Townsend and

performance they named “Bamboo

Chiara Terzulo (helper) taught and

Terror”, at which they showed their

accompanied skilfully. Horacio Curti

newly made instruments.

and Véronique Piron were the
representatives of Chikushinkai/

Hazuki Demachi came from Ireland

KSK.

to teach Kinko (Chikumeisha style),
together with Michael Soumei

It was all in all a very successful

Coxall. She also taught enka which

summer school at which we had a

became a new but popular genre

lot of fun while learning. One

among the participants. Daniel

theory is that this was due to the

Lifermann taught the spiritual

joyfulness of min’yō whic h

approach to playing and

permeated the whole event.

relaxation.
In London, we have always focused
on string players and this time Keiko

24

2013 Barcelona
Horacio Curti

The ESS Summer School for the
year 2013 took place in the city of
Barcelona in late July and was
organised together with the Escola
Superior de Música de Catalunya
(Esmuc), the Barcelona Music

included Maris “Hawwa” Morales

M u s e u m a n d L ’A u d i t o r i d e

and Ramon Humet on the ground

Barcelona.

and Michael Soumei Coxall who
suppor ted the event in many

It was the first time for an ESS

different ways. It was a very

Summer School to take place in the

exciting and interesting experience

south of Europe. For this, Horacio

for all of us and personally it

Curti coordinated a team that

allowed me to realise how many of
us share the idea that the
most important aspect in
the ESS summer schools
are the par ticipants
themselves; not the ESS,
not the organisers, not
even the teachers, but
t he par ticipants. The
generosity of everyone
involved, from the
teachers and especially
25

the volunteers, was really

With a total of around 65

remarkable.

participants from many different
countries including Japan, Australia,

We had two main guests from

the USA and a whole host of

Japan: Kakizakai Kaoru who came

European countries, these were four

to teac h mainly Chikushinkai

memorable days. There was a

honkyoku (also known as KSK) and

concert every night and a full house

John Kaizan Neptune who taught

for the two main concerts in the

the shakuhachi making workshops.

beautiful halls of L’Auditori at which

In addition, we had two string

we were able to share our love for

players: Fumie Hihara from France

the shakuhachi with many local

and Yoshie Sakai from Spain. We

residents which is also part of the

also had many European

outreach remit of the ESS.

shakuhac hi teac hers including
Gunnar Jinmei Linder, Veronique

As organisers, we felt it was a great

Piron, Jim Franklin and Kiku Day.

summer school and the feedback

Finally, we also explored questions

suggested that all the participants

related to the body in practice with

felt the same way!

Vika Kleiman and
contemporary
musical issues, not
onl y t hrough t he
premiere of newly
composed pieces for
shakuhachi but also
through a round
table discussion with
several of the
composers of these
pieces.
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2014 Radolfzell
Jim Franklin
In 2014, Germany hosted the ESS

Piron, as well as teachers from

Summer School. Organised by Jim

other schools such as Kiku Day

Franklin, it was a collaborative

(Zensabo), Jean-François Suizan

venture with the so-called

Lagrost (Tozan), Gunnar Jinmei

Weltkloster (World Monastery), an

Linder (Kinko), Vlastislav

inter-religious centre in the small

M a t o u š e k ( c o m p o s e r ) . Ko t o

town of Radolfzell, located on the

performer Kikuchi Naoko was also

shores of the Bodensee (Lake

p r e s e n t . A d d i t i o n a l l y, t h e s e

Konstanz). Jim provided the basic

teachers featured in the concerts

concept and direction and

whic h were organised in t he

Alexandra Mann and Claudia

Bodensee area as part of the ESS

Blender from the Weltkloster were

Summer School.

invaluable in helping implement the
summer school on the ground.

Also present were two professional
shakuhachi makers from Japan:

Three senior KSK teachers from

Kurita Masami and Taizan Ohashi.

Japan came as guests: Furuya

Participants were thus able to

Te r u o , Ka k i z a ka i Ka o r u a n d

purchase high-quality flutes, as well

Matama Kazushi. They provided in-

as other merchandise (CDs, scores

depth training on a number of

and so on).

pieces from the KSK repertoire.
They were joined and supported by

Events at the summer school were

European KSK teachers, Horacio

held in various venues. In addition

Curti, Jim Franklin and Véronique

to the Weltkloster, we used the
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spaces of the Hausherren Schule, a

2) 19.06.2014 Hausherren Schule:

s c h o o l 5 0 m e t r e s a wa y, f o r

teachers' concert of old and new

teaching and concerts. The main

music for shakuhachi, including the

concerts were scattered throughout

wor ld premiere per f or mance,

the area:

played by Jean-François Suizan
Lagrost, of the piece Three Haiku by

1) 18.06.2014 Hausherren Schule:

John Palmer, commissioned for the

Furuya Teruo, Kakizakai Kaoru and

summer school.

M a t a m a Ka z u s h i p e r f o r m e d
traditional and modern pieces,

3) 20.06.2014 Franziskanerkirche,

i n c l u d i n g t h e fi r s t E u r o p e a n

Überlingen: primarily classical

performance of Fudo by Kineya

pieces (honkyoku and sankyoku)

Seihō.

and Vlastislav Matoušek’s work
Inside the Circle.
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4) 21.06 2016 Gnadenkirc he
Allensbach: mixed performances

P.S. Perhaps the strangest event of

included Takeshin by Jim Franklin

the summer school was the visit,

and Tony Wheeler (arranged by

during one ro-buki session, of an

J i m Fra n k l i n ) a n d t h e wo r l d

irate neighbour complaining about

premiere performance of Spirit-

the siren-like sounds disturbing his

Presence by Bruce Crossman,

serenity, and threatening to report

performed by Jim Franklin and

us to the city authorities in order to

Nina Haarer.

cancel the event. These authorities
already knew of the summer school

4) 22.06.2014 Hausherren Schule:

and had even given us permission

student concert.

to hold some classes in a local
park. The problem was solved by

The event was financially and

closing the windows!

musically a success, wit h 55
participants from Europe, Australia
and Japan. In addition to the event
itself, the Japanese KSK teachers
per formed fur ther concer ts in
Germany (S tuttgar t : LindenMuseum; Nuremberg: Klarakirche;
Konstanz: Cathedral). Generously,
they donated the fees from these
concerts to supporting the summer
school. The ESS thanked them, as
well as all t he staf f at t he
Weltkloster, all the other teachers,
performers and composers, and of
course the participants, for their
contribution to the success of the
event.
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2015 Paris
Jean-François Lagrost

The 2015 ESS Summer School took

had European teachers such as

place at Le Kremlin-Bicêtre, a

Gunnar Linder (Chikumeisha),

suburb bordering Paris, from July 2-

Wolfgang Heßler (Chikuyusha),

5, 2015.

Véronique Piron (KSK), Jim Franklin

Co-organised by Véronique Piron

(KSK/cont em porar y/
improvisation), Sozan Kariya (Shin

and Jean-François Lagrost, it

Tozan), and three members of Hijiri-

h i gh l i gh t e d o n e o f t h e m ai n

kai in Europe: Daniel Lifermann,

shakuhachi schools in Japan, the
Tozan school. Taizan Kawamura,

Hélène Codjo and Fiore di Mattia.

first disciple of Hozan Yamamoto,

We also took advantage of the

and teac her at t he N ational

presence in Par is of Mieko

University of Fine Arts and Music of

Miyazaki, Fumie Hihara and Etsuko

To k yo , a n d h i s s o n K i z a n

Chida to present different styles of

Kawamura, did us the honour of

koto playing. Toshimi Kawamura,

accepting our invitation. Also, we

who accompanied her husband and
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son, participated in the concerts,

Kohachiro Miyata in the opening

i n c l u d i n g a m a g n i fi c e n t

concert by Daniel Lifermann. A

performance of Haru no Kyoku for

concert dedicated specifically to the

four koto.

flight of the crane also allowed us
to hear Renbo Sugomori (an

Most of the workshops were held at

arrangement of Sokaku Reibo by

the conservatory of music, dance

Teruhisa Fukuda and featuring

and theatre. We had concerts in

Helen Codjo and Mattia Fiore) and

several places in Le Kremlin-Bicêtre:

the Itchōken version of Sokaku

The Council Hall, the Echo

Reibo, performed by Wolfgang

Auditorium, the Sainte-Famille

Heßler.

Church and an open-air concert in
Pinel Park.

In the spirit of the ESS summer

All participants will never forget the

schools since their creation 10 years

extreme heat of those four days.

ago in London, all participants had

They were the hottest in Paris for

the opportunity to discover the

many years, and the teachers and

styles and pieces of different

par ticipants had to protect

schools and the opportunity to

t hemsel ves from t he weat her

share experiences with musicians

conditions with bottles of water and

from all par ts of t he wor ld.

fans.

Masterclasses and concerts enabled

The crane or tsuru, an emblematic

listening to and practicing
improvised music, like the superb

bird of Japan, served as a focus for

improvisation by Jim Franklin and

this summer school. During

Véroniq ue Piron of Tsur u no

concerts, we had the Tozan Tsuru

Sugomori. There were also

no Sugomori, starring Taizan and

workshops and performances of

Kizan Kawamura, the Kinko version

sankyoku, shinkyoku and electronic

of Sokaku Reibo performed by

music. The first concert, “Zen

Gunnar Linder, the KSK Tsuru no

garden”, was par ticularly

Sugomori played by Véronique

dedicated to solo pieces. Kiku Day

Piron and the version written by
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played the traditional honkyoku

attended and received by the public

Sokkan on a long jinashi, and the

of Le Kremlin-Bicêtre.

Tozan honkyoku Kogetsu chō was
interpreted by Taizan Kawamura.
The concert in the open air at Pinel
Park was especially appreciated
because of the pleasant weather. It
included Irish music performed by
P h i l i p H o r a n a n d t h e wo r l d
premiere of a piece by Chris Molina
for shakuhachi and koto, Snowfall.
With 15 guest teachers and 60
par ticipants, the ESS Summer
School in Paris 2015 was one of the
most important events organised by
the ESS. It brought together and
showcased the rich tradition of the
shakuhachi and Japanese music in
France. All concerts were well
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the city a bit. The beautiful building

2016 Barcelona

of ESMUC was the ideal venue for
the summer school and offered

Thomas Jeker

fantastic facilities.
The organisational team of the
summer school took great care.

The ESS Summer School was held in

Everything from internet

Barcelona for the second time in

communication to payment to

2016. I remember how much I

registering worked out smoothly. If

enjoyed the Catalan capital with its

there was an obstacle, I could just

beautiful charm, lively streets,

ask for help and it was taken care

culture spots and weather during

of. The information, schedules,

the summer school of 2013. For this

scores and sound files were all

reason, I decided to arrive one day

accessible before the festival so we

early in order to feel and explore

could practice the pieces we were
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interested in. Hawwa, who took

such a great gathering of teaching,

care of the registration in 2013, was

learning and exchange.

a familiar face at registration and
part of the amazing team.

We were spoiled with a high
concentration of fantastic teachers

On the first day, everyone met in

and top players. There where 13

t h e b i g a u d i t o r i u m . A wa r m

teachers and 11 genres, including 6

welcome was given by Horacio

honkyoku styles, 22 dif ferent

Curti and the Director of ESMUC

groups at different levels, koto and

also expressed his appreciation for

shamisen workshops, a 2-day

the shakuhachi and the event. After

shakuhachi-making workshop and

this welcome and orientation,

different slots for private classes

ever yone was ready f or t he

with teachers. There were 65+

collective robuki, which was led by

participants from different countries.

a different teacher each day. It was

The schedule started at 9:30 and

a beautiful ritual to start every day

continued until 6 pm, followed by

and had a ver y positive and

evening performances.

noticeable influence on my tone.
This daily half hour also included

Each teacher offered a learning

tips and reflections about sound

experience that opened up a whole

production and some shor t

universe. Since there was the rare

rehearsals. We practiced a piece

opportunity to have Zenyoji Keisuke

written by Jim Franklin which was a

teaching Nezazaha, I decided to

score containing three different

go for his class. I really love the

voices. During this first gathering in

pulse, drive and sometimes rough

the auditorium, I could see some

expression of this style. In the first

familiar but also many new faces. It

class, Zenyoji gave us an

appears the shakuhachi community

introduction to the Nezazha. His

is constantly growing. There was joy

classes were in Japanese and

and excitement of being part of

translated by Hiroko Sugino. He
showed us the basic tone
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production, something that I would

and started by showing us simple

describe as a dynamic long vibrato

patches with the visual program

or tremolo-like breath. He led us

language called Pure Data. The

slowly through the piece, section by

shakuhachi sound was picked up by

section, and made sure everybody

a microphone and was played

was with him. And whenever

through the patches. He showed us

Zenyoji started to play, it just spoke

how to create audio effects such as

for itself. In Zenyoji's group classes,

ring modulator and delays. Jim

we learned the pieces Shirabe and

explained the modular system of

Sagariha.

the program and gave a beginners’
introduction to PD in a very clear

I also got the opportunity to deepen

and practical way. We could play

my skills in a familiar style: Kinko

around with it and eventually

with Gunnar Jinmei Linder as he is

presented our ideas at the final

my own teacher. He teaches and

concert under title “Digital Terror”.

plays in the Yamaguchi Goro style.

To g e t a n i d e a o f w h a t a

I was able to combine the positive

composition/improvisation with this

influence of studying different styles

setup could sound like, we listened

and what I have learnt from Gunnar

to some of Jim’s recorded live

in the past.

performances that were made with
more complex patc hes. I am

Besides Nezazaha and Kinko

personally ver y interested in

honkyoku, I decided to do classes

electroacoustic compositions and

for shakuhachi and electronics with

felt this was a great opportunity to

Jim Franklin. This class needed a

get a short introduction and apply it

little bit of preparation and decision

at the final concert.

t aking bef ore coming t o t he
workshop because it required a

My general curiosity for

laptop, sound interface,

composition also lead to the next

microphone and headphones. Jim

two classes. One was an analysis of

gave an introduction for beginners

multiphonics on the shakuhachi by
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Ramon Humet and Horacio Curti.

ensembles, where the shakuhachi

Ramon used a spectral analyser to

was played by another player and

see the spectrum of a shakuhachi

was exclusively for an ensemble of

multiphonic. The next was the

acoustic instruments.

Composers Round Table with Jim
Franklin and Ramon Humet. This

On the third day, there was a

introduced two composers who

discussion wit h Zenyoji and

used t he shakuhac hi in t heir

Kakizakai, moderated by Gunnar. It

compositions. It was a very informal

was a talk where we could ask

and interesting talk around

about their practice and path.

compositions, including listening to

Michael Coxall asked Zenyoji how

sound samples. Both have written

he structures his day in terms of

f or dif f erent instr uments and

practicing. I imagined some kind of

ensembles in the past. When it

practice cycle and secrets. Zenyoji

comes to the shakuhachi, Jim

gave the surprising answer that he

Franklin seemed to write

is quite busy with a lot of teaching

compositions he enjoyed to perform

and explained that since he has no

himself, mostly for shakuhachi and

time to try different methods, he

electronics. Ramon wrote for

practices techniques and ideas with
his students. If the
student improves
then it might be a
good idea and
the concept could
work in his own
p r a c t i c e .
Kakizakai spoke
about

his

preparation when
having a concert
ahead of him. He
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pointed out the importance of

ease enjoying the different players

robuki. His ideal preparation is one

and styles. After Shika no Tone,

hour of robuki a day, one month

played by Kakizakai and Zenyoji in

before the concert. When the

the manner of two approaching

concert arrives, he clearly feels the

calling deers, the ending was

benefits of the robuki practice in his

enhanced by the local frogs who

tone. He also said that he isn’t sure

tuned into the sound and added to

if an audience notices any

the spacial soundscape of the

difference in his playing, but he

courtyard. On Saturday, there was

clearly does.

the New Voices Concert which was
a special anniversar y concer t

The string players, Mieko Miyazaki

performed by participants. Among

and Keiko Kitamura, offered an

others, I remember the stunning

exceptional opportunity to play

performance of Nina Haarer with

sankyoku and other pieces with

Keiko Kitamura.

strings or to learn koto or shamsien.
The shakuhachi-making workshop,

Michael pointed out the importance

under the guidance of Jose Vargas,

of the final evening participants’

allowed participants to make a new

concert. It was about sharing the

shakuhachi in a couple of days.

joy and passion for the shakuhachi,
koto, shamisen and min’yo. The

This year there was a concert every

evening was a diverse and beautiful

evening. The first one was called

program leading through different

Open Mike. The second night was

styles and levels. It started with

called Masters of Japanese Music

“Bamboo Terror”, which was an

in the Cloisters and was held at the

interesting and beautiful cacophony

Pedralbes Monastery. We had the

of improvisation of the shakuhachi-

chance to hear the teachers playing

making workshop. A two-day

in this truly wonderful place. The

introduction of fered to locals

outdoor setting added a relaxed

interested in the shakuhachi was

atmosphere and put everyone at

held by Ramon and they also
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performed at the final concert.

experience for everybody involved

There where some big groups

as it was for me and am looking

playing KSK or Nezazaha pieces,

forward to the next summer school.

Kinko or Tozan duos, a nice group
of Zensabo style, sankyoku and the
previously mentioned “Digital
Terror”.
T h e eve n i n g e n d e d w i t h t h e
entertaining and beautiful min’yo
songs sung by David Hughes and
Gina Barnes. The last song they
performed became an interactive
performance in which we, as the
audience, supported David when
he gave the signal to represent the
cow herd and moo.
After a farewell party at ESMUC
and a short clean up, we all ended
up in a nearby restaurant enjoying
a Spanish meal together. I hope it
was as memorable and satisfying
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concer t programme included
concerts for a symphony orchestra

ISFP 2016: Celebrating
10 years of the Prague
Shakuhachi Festival

(the Prague Radio Symphonic
Orchestra) and a chamber
orchestra (BERG), featuring soloists
on Japanese instruments. Spread
across seven different venues, the
festival aimed to attract a wide

Marek Matvija

spectrum of audiences on both
banks of the Vltava River that
intersects Prague’s historical city
centre.
The original plan for our 10th
anniversary celebration was to host
the World Shakuhachi Festival
(WSF) in Prague. However, due to
many circumstances, we had to give
up on the idea of WSF happening
in Prague in 2016. As we had
already compromises with the

The 10th annual Prague Shakuhachi
Festival was held on June 2–6,
2016. The event encompassed many
concerts, lectures, presentations,
masterclasses, workshops, some film
projections and one exhibition.
Highlights of the festival were the
fi v e e v e n i n g
concer ts t hat
featured a
diverse mix of
musicians from
very traditional
to the more
experimental.
F o r t h e fi r s t
time in the
festival’s
h i s t o r y, t h e
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Czech partner organisations of the
WSF: the Ministr y of Culture,
Prague Magistrate, Prague Spring
Festival, National Gallery, National
Film Archive and the Academy of
Per forming Ar ts (HAMU), the
Prague team decided unanimously
not to give up and to go through
wit h t he event. Inspired by
prestigious film and art festivals,
and maybe to give us some
courage, we called it the
International Shakuhachi Festival
Prague.

of players and ensembles gathered
at the festival:
Kifu Mitsuhashi
Kumiko Shuto (biwa)
Kurahashi Yodo
Christopher Yohmei Blasdel
John Kaizan Neptune
Akihito Obama
Motonaga Hiromu
Naoko Kikuchi (koto),
Steve Cohn
Cornelius Boots

It is a well-known secret in the

Jim Franklin

shakuhachi world that large events

Gunnar Jinmei Linder

are difficult to organise, both

Vlastislav Matoušek

politically and financially. We were

Nao Higano (voice)

afraid that many people would lose
faith in anything taking place in

Dietmar Ippu Herriger

Prague in 2016. However, we were

Seizan Osako

delighted and overwhelmed to find

Lindsay Dugan

the support of our decision from

Marko Ivanović (conductor)

many professional shakuhac hi

Topos Kolektiv (site-specific music)

players across the world. It became

Mama Bubo (experimental rock)

apparent that the spirit of the

Gadreway Quartet

shakuhachi community can surpass

Ondřej Komárek Jazz Trio

distances between dif ferent

BERG Orchestra

continents, schools and

Prague Radio Symphony Orchestra

approaches. In the end, a highly
prestigious and very diverse line-up
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The festival featured a number of

festival, Jakub Míšek, and my wife

world premieres, including

Anna Matvija. Vlastislav will stay

Vlastislav Matoušek’s stunning

close to the festival and we are

minimalistic piece for symphony

committed to continue building a

orchestra and three shakuhachi,

prestigious event for the shakuhachi

Canon for Shakuhachi and

community and beyond.

Orchestra. Tomáš Pálka’s new piece

Neiro was part of this year’s

f or shakuhac hi and c hamber

festival organisation and we started

orchestra made use of a thrilling

introducing some changes through

set-up when the orchestra

which we hope to make the festival

surrounded the audience, leaving

an even more rewarding

John Neptune (the soloist for this

experience for our guests. For

piece) in the centre of the stage and

example, we have observed that

the conductor behind the audience.

students who visit our event are

New chamber pieces by up-and-

more and more varied in their skill

coming Czech composers Daniel

levels and thus would benefit from

Chudovský, Soňa Vetchá, Jan

more individualised classes. We

Rösner and Roman Zabelov showed

have thus introduced masterclasses

new excitement for tone colour

with a limited capacity of five

variations and micro-intervals.

students per class to ensure a more

It is not only the name of the festival

intensive and face-to-face study

that has changed. With the 11th

environment. These classes are paid

festival already in the planning,

f or individuall y and are no t

there is also a change in the

included in the Festival Pass. Festival

o r g a n i s i n g b o d y. V l a s t i s l a v

Pass holders can still visit all the

Matoušek and his 108 Hz have

festival workshops and concerts and

decided to retire from the festival

by doing so, ge t a broader

and to hand it over to the Neiro

over view of t he shakuhac hi

Association for Expanding Arts,

tradition. Visitors can also book

which I founded together with

individual lessons with a teacher of

another long-time member of the

their choice, visit hands-on courses
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for complete beginners, buy a

www.isfp.cz

concert pass to all the concerts, or
individual tic kets to only t he
concerts they know they will want to
attend. We hope that this added
flexibility enables each guest to
create the festival program that
they would like for themselves.
Looking back on this year’s festival,
I am proud to say that despite the
stress, anxiety and many sleepless
nights, we witnessed a tr ul y
memorable event. Of course, the
festival did not get by without some
turbulence caused by the tight
schedule, lack of funds and
unforeseeable circumstances. In the
end, however, these were valuable
experiences and we landed safely.
All this would not have been
possible without the hard work of
the Prague team, the benevolence
of our guests, the commitment of
our artists and the support of so
many who are close to us who
b e l i e v e d t h a t 10 y e a r s o f
shakuhachi festivals in Prague
deserved a proper celebration.
Thank you all and see you
September 14–18, 2017 in Prague
for the next festival.
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members played for the annual Fête
de la Musique in Paris. Khagan

La Voie du Bambou

received his Menjo as Jun Shihan
and the name Seison.

(www.shakuhachi.fr)

There are also European branches
of La Voie du Bambou Hijiri Ryu in
Italy and the Nederlands. In Italy,
Fiore SeiChiku De Mattia
(www.flautoshakuhachi.it) organises

Daniel Seisoku Lifermann is the

workshops in the Torino area,

representative of the Hijiri Ryu

private lessons in Bergamo and

(sc hool f ounded by Ter uhisa

Skype lessons.

Fukuda) in France. About 30
m e m b e r s f o l l o w L a Vo i e d u

In the Netherlands, you can learn

Bambou. There are three workshops

the style of the Hijiri-Kai school with

in January, April and November by

Hélène

Daniel. This summer’s masterclasses

( w w w . fl u i t s h a k u h a c h i . n l ) .

under the guidance of Teruhisa

Workshops of a half-day to an

Fukuda and Shiho Kineya

entire weekend are organised

(shamisen) was held from 16-23

several times per year in Nijmegen,

July with 13 students. 10 of our

Amsterdam and Rotterdam.
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Seiyu

Codjo

on the TV, maybe I was 10 or
something, and I was very moved.

Interview with
Kakizakai Kaoru

That music was over the test pattern
they used on TV at that time, so I
don’t know which kind of instrument
was used. Some years later, I

Jose Vargas-Zuñiga

recognised it was a quena. When I
was in high school I got a quena
from somewhere and began trying
to learn it by myself. When I

Kakizakai Kaoru studied with the
influential performer and founder of
the KSK, Yokoyama Katsuya. He
has a long relationship with the ESS
and was one of the teachers at the
ESS Barcelona Summer School
2016. Kakizakai Kaoru is now coleading the KSK. You can find more
information at: www.kakizakai.com
J : C o u l d yo u p l e a s e t e l l u s

became a university student, there

something about your background

was a South American folk music

and about how you began the

group there, and I joined with the

shakuhachi?

quena.

KK: I was a quena player until I

By the end of university, I felt “this

was 22 years old. Since I was a kid,

is not my instrument”. On stage, I

I liked flutes, recorders… I played a

introduced a piece saying: “This

little the western side flute also. I

piece is about a South American

listened to some great flute music

Indian’s sadness”, but I thought I
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didn’t know about it. That was kind

recommended me to a good

of fake, a lie.

teacher as a student.

By chance, one of my father’s

By chance, he was a Kinko player.

friends was a shakuhachi player,

He had learnt with Jin Nyodo, and

not professional, and my father

he recommended two Kinko

recommended me to visit him. I did

players: Yamaguchi Goro, who

and tried a shakuhachi. From the

played mainly traditional pieces,

beginning, I could make sound. It’s

and Yokoyama Katsuya, who

easy for a quena player to make a

played traditional, but also

sound. Good or not, I don’t know.

contemporary music. And he said:

But the shakuhachi player was

“Maybe he is better for you”.

surprised, because many of his
students could not make a sound so

I did not know anything about the

easily, and they needed a long time

shakuhachi world, but because of

usually.

his advice, I looked for Yokoyama’s
address and phone number and I

So, he put in front of me the score

visited his place. I didn’t phone him

of Rokudan no Shirabe and wanted

first because I was afraid of him

to let me listen to it. Then I made a

saying no. The first and the second

big mistake. I felt he asked me to

time, he was not there. The third

play it with him. It was the first time

time, he was. I asked: “Could you

I touched a shakuhachi. From the

teach me?” He was surprised

start, I noticed I had to move my

because I did not contact him first,

neck to get the same notes as him.

but just said “yes!” It was very

Of course, I could not read the

easy. I wor r ied about being

score, but I followed his fingerings

refused, but he said: “OK, next

to the end, and he was very

Saturday is lessons’ day, please

surprised and made a mistake also.

come”. Just like that, very easy.

He thought I had a great talent and

And I started my shakuhachi life.
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Somebody gave me a shakuhachi

were many students there. Usually

that was badly out of tune, but I

you had to wait for 2 hours.

fixed it by myself, more or less. I
had quena making experience and

Listening to Yokoyama’s lessons and

I played for a while but it was not

sound, it was a kind of brain

good.

washing. And often, he asked us to
comment on other students’ playing.

There was a 2.4 that Yokoyama

Somebody played a piece, and we

sensei used for a while but he

listened and after he asked waiting

wanted to sell it. I bought it and it

students to comment. Depending on

was my instrument for lessons,

the comments, Yokoyama could tell

nearly from the beginning. In many

if the student was good or not. A

Kinko schools you need the 1.8,

student would say: “That meri was

especially for sankyoku, but in

good but that other was a bit too

Yokoyama’s school you can start

sharp”. If a student can tell such a

with honkyoku. Around one year

little thing, then his listening is good.

after, I got a 1.8, and also studied

Something like that can be judged

some sankyoku, some Fukuda

by a comment. So we had to listen

Rando, and others.

carefully. It was very good practice.
And sometimes he said: “Now, you

J: Could you tell about your master,

have to remember what everyone

your relationship, his way of

said. OK, next.”

teaching …?
Of course, he gave his comments,
KK: Yokoyama sensei was kind of

and also played the piece together

lazy about lesson schedule making.

with the student. That was his

He decided only which days were

lesson’s style. And he always was

lesson days that month. He didn’t

telling about pitch control; that Tsu

decide the order of the students’

Meri is too sharp, that U is too

lessons. When I arrived to his

sharp. Expression was also

place, maybe around 19h, there

important, and for expression you
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need volume control. He asked also

after the strokes, he received

for more volume in the Ro.

students, even beginners, who
received his comments. Sometimes

I studied with him from 1982 until

other professional players played

he had a stroke in 1999. That is 17

together in his place, and the

years. After that, he could not

comments were the most important.

really play. His talk and finger
movements were OK, but sense in

J: Could you say something about

the fingers was very bad. He could

the origin of your school, and your

not feel if the holes were closed or

master’s masters?

not. He wanted to play again on
stage, and he did exercise, but the

KK: Yokoyama sensei was the son

following winter season he had a

of Yokoyama Rampo, known player

second stroke. Af ter that, his

and maker, and he grew up

physical abilities, also his mental

listening to shakuhachi sound and

power, got worse. So, in the end,

there were many shakuhachi at his

he gave up going back on stage.

home. He tried to play them, and
some people say he already had a

But still then, I went back to his

good sound when he was at high

place often, and he gave his

sc hool. Af t er graduating, he

comments about my playing. Even
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became a company employee for 6

that, in his contemporary music

years.

playing, his expressive range was
wide.

Many times, he listened to his father
saying that the shakuhachi tradition

J: Could you please tell about your

was going to end with his

teaching ways, giving any hints for

generation. He said that because,

the players? I would like you to talk

especially after World War II, there

also about your use of images in

were not many shakuhachi players,

teaching, besides more technical

and instrument selling was

hints.

decaying, so his wealth condition
was not very good.

KK: Yokoyama sensei’s style of
t eac hing Ro sound was just :

And one day when he was 24, he

“Louder, louder”. If you can make a

decided to be a shakuhachi player

very loud sound, that says your

and expand t he shakuhac hi

embouchure control is good. He

tradition for one more generation.

followed Watazumi’s tradition of 10

He was in Shizuoka and went to

minutes Robuki before the lessons

Tokyo and started practicing. He

and the workshops from the first

became a student of Watazumi and

shakuhachi festivals. This expanded

Fukuda Rando at the same time.

over the entire world. Robuki

Their styles were very different.

polishes your tone.

Watazumi’s music is
one extreme: hard,
t o u gh , st ro n g an d
deep, and Fukuda
Rando’s is the other
side: romantic, tender,
gentle and smooth. So
he learned from both
sides and because of
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uncomfortable things. So gradually,
I teach at the Tokyo College of

I changed to the uncomfortable

Music. There they have other

system because the sound was

subjects, other instruments. I try to

better.

teach very politely, and nearly all
the students can reach a certain

And of course, I had a good

g o o d l e v e l . B y Yo k o y a m a ’ s

example; Yokoyama’s sound. For

teaching way, some of the students

me, it was not a special sound. It

could not get a good level, but

was normal sound. I had it in the

some others reached a very high

same room, very close to me and

level, higher than polite systems

my brain was washed by his sound.

get. Yokoyama’s style was old style,

There are three main words for the

just saying “Louder”.

teacher to say. ‘Wrong’ means
something has to be changed and,

About my feelings, I played a lot of

after many experiments, the student

quena, also zampoña (pan flute). I

can find the right way; so it’s better

played a wide 1.5 meter long pipe

but not enough. Then the word is

zampoña. I had to use all my body

‘good’. The third word is ‘more’.

to send strong air that helped to

So, these three words are enough

make sound. If you keep your

for teaching: wrong, good, and

embouchure tight, it’s impossible to

more. Every student has to make his

get sound from a big pipe. You

own trials.

need your lips loose and strong
breathing.

About images… when Yokoyama
sensei was young, he listened to a

I would say, “The right system is

very good sound in his dream while

uncomfor table”. S tudents can

he was sleeping. He told this many

choose the comfortable system, but

times. He chased that particular

then they cannot get out of that

sound, not any other, and his tone

comfortable area. Following my

became good and that is an image.

c haracter, I can accept

Everything; body controlling and
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also images, help. I have some
good examples. There was a great

About air and breathing, the key is

Japanese swimmer, Kitajima. In

using pressure without using power.

competitions, at the last 5 meters,

I use body weight and the image is

he began thinking about the gold

pushing the wall. If I use only my

medal and his speed was slower.

arm to push the wall, I have to use

His coach could not solve the

strength. If I lean against the wall, I

problem but a psychologist did.

make the same pressure but I can

Instead of touching the wall, the

be relaxed. So, relaxed and just

aim was turning the head back to

lean, that’s the image for the air out

see his record after touching the

of the lips. I use my body weight in

goal. That image worked.

the lips, which makes a very stable
sound.

Another example is a karate man
trying to break a thick stick. If he

And there is cold air, the breathing

thinks about his hand or leg hitting

we use to cool the tea, and hot air,

the stick, the speed of the hit will be

the one we use to warm the hands.

slower, but if he uses the image of

For the beginning of the sound, I

the stick being further away than its

use softer hot air, and cool air for

real position, he can hit with the

the later, louder part. And at the

right speed and break it. Images

ending, softer air again.

work.
J: Is there anything else you would
I would also say, to make a good

like to say?

sound, open your mouth. Pull your
tongue back. Imagine a ping-pong

KK: People say suizen and zazen

ball inside your mouth. For some

as if there were contrast between

people, that is too small. Then, they

them. I don’t see that contrast. The

could use a basket ball or a pilates

original words are suizen ichijo. Sui

ball. Anything to keep your inner

is playing the shakuhachi, zen is

mouth open.

meditation. Zazen or whatever and
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ichijo means one thing. Later,

will be higher. That’s the proper

somebody changed the first word

meaning of those words.

for ken from kendo, the way of the
sword. Kendo and meditation are

J: A pleasure to talk with you.

the same.

Thank you very much.

To be strong or to be a good
player, or for a good meditation,
you need t o be
relaxed and keep
the proper shape at
the same time. Not
too relaxed, but
without tension is
the middle point.
Controlling the
mental state is the
same. Try to stay in
between, aiming for
a good sound but
without obsession.
Blowing means
making a good
sound and zen,
g

e

t

t

i

n

g

enlightenment. They
are almost the same
thing. If you have
body and mental
control, your stage
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Guidelines for Contributors
The aim of the ESS Newsletter is to create a platform for members and nonmembers to further develop an understanding of shakuhachi and place it in
a wider context than just their own individual study and experience. It,
therefore, includes, among others, a diverse range of topics and new ideas,
information, knowledge, materials and reflections on shakuhachi and the
people who shape the musical scene.
As far as is practical, the articles will be translated into some of the main
languages used in the European shakuhachi context. All this is
accomplished by the selfless effort of the authors, translators and editors.
We encourage everyone to send in ideas for articles you would like to write
or topics you would like to read about to the publications office by email at:
newsletter@shakuhachisociety.eu.
Before each new number, a ‘call for articles’ will be issued and a deadline
for submission set but please feel free to send us your ideas on possible
articles any time you want.
In order to assist the authors in their task and to ensure some consistency,
the following brief guidelines have been drawn up:
1. Please feel free to contact us on the topic you would like to write about
beforehand and keep in mind that the ESS Newsletter does not publish
information on future events (except those organised by the ESS), instead
ESS calendar updates will be sent out periodically. These will aim to include
all upcoming events across Europe.
2. Should you wish for any shakuhachi material to be reviewed in the
newsletter (recordings, books, etc.), please contact us with the particulars
and the editors will get back to you.
3. Article length: the Newsletter includes articles of different lengths up to
approximately 2,000 words.
4. Please send your text in a text document (doc, docx, rtf). You can use
any font and format since the text will be adjusted to the Newsletter format.
5. Please use as many multi-media materials as possible including pictures
and external links.
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6. Please send the pictures or other multi-media materials separately
(contact the editors if the size of the files makes them difficult to be sent by
e-mail).
7. Please send your pictures in jpg, png or tiff format with a minimum
resolution of 150 dpi.
8. Please provide acknowledgement/credit for the use of any other author’s
material.
9. Please avoid self-promotion.
After submission, the articles will be proofread and edited, if necessary,
with permission of the authors when practically possible. Editors will always
try their best to find agreement with the authors but you should note that
eventually the Editors’ decision will be final. The articles will then be
translated when possible and the issue formatted.
This Newsletter exists thanks to the authors, translators and illustrators who
so generously offer their knowledge, time and energy to provide materials.
Please, be one of them.
ESS publications
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ESS Membership
The European Shakuhachi Society is a non-profit organisation and a registered
UK charity devoted to the dissemination of the shakuhachi in all its different
aspects throughout Europe through a wide variety of events, publications and
other activities.
All board members and helpers work on a volunteer basis and receive no
financial benefit but the Society needs money for organising a range of events,
such as the annual summer schools. This comes from the membership fees.
Membership of the ESS is open to any person, both players or non-players,
interested in the music of the shakuhachi in all its forms. Since the ESS is not
affiliated with any particular school or aesthetic direction, its members represent a
broad cross-section of styles and genres of shakuhachi. Supporting the ESS
through joining is a means of helping maintain a coordinating resource of the
shakuhachi in Europe.
The benefits of membership include access to information about shakuhachi events
and tuition throughout Europe and beyond, as well as discounts at
www.shakuhachi.com and also fee reductions for the annual European
Shakuhachi Summer Schools (discounts that are generally greater than the cost of
the membership fee itself). The annual membership fee is €20.
To join the ESS:
1) Visit the membership page on the ESS website and choose the membership
subscription which suits you.
2 ) P l e a s e s e n d a n e m a i l t o m e m b e r @ s h a k u h a c h i s o c i e t y. e u
or info@shakuhachisociety.eu, giving your name and contact details, and if you
wish, a little information about your interest in and experience with the
shakuhachi.
3) If you cannot make payment using PayPal, please send an email
to member@shakuhachisociety.eu and we will find a way to help you.
The European Shakuhachi Society is a registered charity. Registered charity no. 1123060.
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Ways to get in touch
Homepage
ESS homepage (including event calendar): http://shakuhachisociety.eu
Previous newsletters: http://shakuhachisociety.eu/publications/newsletter/

Email
General enquiries: info@shakuhachisociety.eu
ESS membership: member@shakuhachisociety.eu
ESS newsletter: newsletter@shakuhachisociety.eu

Forum
www.shakuhachiforum.eu

Facebook
European Shakuhachi Society Facebook Group

Twitter
Follow us on twitter @ESS_Events
To announce an event on the Twitter account of the ESS, please send your
message to this email address : twitter@shakuhachiforum.eu
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全体共通曲のリハーサル

ヨーロッパ尺八サマースクールの10年
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ト
︑
ケ
ー
キ
と
カ
ヴ
ァ
︵
ス
ペ
イ
ン
の
シ
ャ
ン

広
め
る
の
も
一
つ
の
目
的
で
す
︒

レ
ク
ト
ロ
ニ
カ
ル
音
楽
の
知
識
と
楽
し
さ
を

ヨ
ー
ロ
ッ
パ
尺
八
協
会
は
︑
第
１
回
ヨ
ー
古
典
だ
け
で
な
く
︑
民
謡
や
現
代
音
楽
︑
エ

﹁
も10ヨ
っ
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日年ロ
本
のをッ
パ
グ
迎
ル
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プ
八
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協
近
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世
代
奏
者
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コ
ン
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ー
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参
加
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全
員
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八
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魅
力
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伝
え
よ
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て
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イ
ル
や
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ン
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を
問
わ
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な
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べ
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︒
主
催
す
る
イ
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も
流
派
や
ス
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を
シ
ェ
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で
き
る
プ
ラ
ッ
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版
委
協 員
会
の
目
的
は
︑
ど
の
流
派
で
も
情
報

は
ペ
ド
ラ
ル
ベ
ス
修
道
院
で
行
い
︑
ほ
か
は
次
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